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Abstract
UML oﬀers diﬀerent diagram types to model behavior and dynamics of software
systems. In some domains like embedded real-time systems or multimedia systems,
it is necessary to include speciﬁcations of time since the correctness of these applica-
tions depends on the fulﬁllment of temporal requirements in addition to functional
requirements. UML thus already incorporates language features to model time and
temporal constraints. Such model elements must have an equivalent in the seman-
tic domain. We have proposed Dynamic Meta Modeling (DMM) as a means for
the speciﬁcation of the formal operational semantics of UML models by applying
graph transformation to the meta modeling of dynamic behavior. Within this pa-
per, we extend this approach to also account for time by building on timed graph
transformations. We apply these concepts to the domain of multimedia application
modeling in which we adopt UML sequence diagrams. The DMM rules with time
then specify an interpreter that can be used to analyze or test a model of multimedia
sequence diagrams.
1 Introduction
The key objective of modeling is to create a representation of reality or ideas
that abstracts from unnecessary details and focuses on the main concepts.
When designing software systems, time aspects are often (although some-
times unreasonably) considered as a minor requirement and are thus not rep-
resented in the models. Consequently, the core diagrams of UML [Obj01]—the
standard language for building visual models of software systems—focus on
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structure, function, and dynamics of systems and not on temporal aspects.
While this conception for example works out for the construction of business
software (where eﬃciency mostly depends on the underlying hardware, system
software, and database systems), temporal behavior is a key feature in other
domains and it has to be represented in the model in a precise way. Embedded
real-time systems and multimedia applications are the most prominent among
these domains. The UML provides some syntactic elements to express tem-
poral behavior (and more are being introduced by special proﬁles),but they
are less frequently used and discussed, and their interpretations are even less
clear than the semantics of the core elements of the UML. We can thus iden-
tify both a strong need for the precise speciﬁcation of temporal behavior and
a lack of concepts in the UML to meet this demand.
The main objective of this paper is to present a meta-modeling seman-
tics for the UML which incorporates a notion of time, thus enabling precise
interpretation of models incorporating temporal information. As an exam-
ple, we specify the semantics of multimedia sequence diagrams (see Sect. 2)
that stem from the OMMMA approach, a technique for modeling multimedia
applications based upon the UML (see [ES02] for details).
The semantics formally consists of timed graph transformations (as de-
ﬁned in Sect. 3). This relates them to the graph transformation-based ap-
proach of Dynamic Meta Modeling (DMM). DMM has been introduced for
the speciﬁcation of UML’s semantics. It has been successfully applied to spec-
ify semantics of statechart and sequence diagrams [EHHS00,HHS01]. Conse-
quently, the technique presented here is called Dynamic Meta Modeling with
time (DMM+t). We will show how timed semantics can be speciﬁed using
DMM+t (Sect. 4) and how this semantics speciﬁcation can be put to use for
aiding modelers to interpret their models, spot ﬂaws and improve the models
(see Sect. 5). Section 6 concludes the presentation and points out possibilities
for future work.
2 Specifying Time in Multimedia with UML
Temporal relationships between elements of media presentations are the key
characteristics of multimedia applications. The behavioral model of an in-
teractive multimedia application has to account for both the timed and syn-
chronized rendering of predeﬁned scenes and the alteration of the course of
presentation caused by user interaction. We deploy multimedia sequence dia-
grams, which are extended UML sequence diagrams, to model the former and
UML statechart diagrams to model the latter in the OMMMA approach (the
details of these modeling views and their integration can be found in [SE01]).
Here we concentrate on the representation of time in sequence diagrams in or-
der to explain the DMM+t approach to formal semantics of sequence diagrams
with time.
To illustrate our approach, we choose an example from a cinema applica-
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Fig. 1. Example scene as a multimedia sequence diagram
tion. In a cinema there is typically a break to sell ice cream before the main
movie. We model this situation as a scene using a multimedia sequence dia-
gram (see Fig. 1). While the ice cream is being sold, an advertisement slide
is presented for 200 seconds. A sound clip announcing new products or spe-
cial oﬀers (Intro) followed by some “appetite-inducing” music is being played
while the vendors sell the ice cream. The Intro does not have a ﬁxed length
since it is subject to frequent change; the background music can be played
indeﬁnitely. The music is stopped when the movie is about to start. This
intuitive description of how to interpret a multimedia sequence diagram will
be formalized by using DMM+t rules in Sect. 4. The next section will provide
the technical background for this formalization.
3 Dynamic Meta Modeling with Time
While programs in textual programming languages are represented by terms or
trees, the UML has a graph-based abstract syntax deﬁned by the meta model.
The approach of Dynamic Meta Modeling [EHHS00,HHS01] uses rule-based
graph transformations, denoted as UML collaborations, to specify abstract
interpreters for dynamic sub-languages of the UML. Those works also incor-
porate the idea of structuring rule sets by composing local rules. Here, we will
stick to a simpler version of the rules and specify the execution of multimedia
sequence diagrams by global graph transformation rules.
In order to provide semantics to modeling techniques with time, like multi-
media sequence diagrams, the representation of time in graph transformation
systems has been studied in [GHV02]. Instead of introducing time as a sep-
arate semantic concept, the approach models time by means of time-valued
attributes representing logical clocks. This bears the advantage that diﬀerent
aspects and properties of time can be modeled, depending on the strategies
according to which time values are assigned and updated.
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3.1 Attributed graph transformation
In this section we summarize some basic notions of graph transformations with
time [GHV02], the formalism underlying our meta modeling approach.
The approach is based on typed and attributed graphs which are presented
as UML class and object diagrams. Graph transformation is deﬁned accord-
ing to the algebraic approach, which is given by a set-theoretic description
in [GHV02]. We denote rules by p : L → R and transformation steps by
G
p(o)
=⇒ H, where p is the rule and o its occurrence, and consider sequences
G0
p1(o1)
=⇒ · · · pn(on)=⇒ Gn of transformations up to permutation of independent
steps.
3.2 Graph transformation with time
To incorporate time into graph transformation with attributes, we follow the
approach of TER nets [GMMP91]. TER nets are high-level Petri nets that
model time as a token attribute. Therefore, a time data type is required as a
domain for time-valued attributes.
We model time by means of logical clocks represented by special attributes
of a time data type T = 〈Dtime,+, 0,≥〉. They are an algebraic structure where
≥ is a partial order with 0 as its least element, 〈+, 0〉 forms a monoid (that is,
+ is associative with neutral element 0) and + is monotonic wrt. ≥. Obvious
examples include natural or real numbers with the usual interpretation of
the operations, but not dates in the YY:MM:DD format (due to the Y2K
problem).
A graph with time over a given time data type T is a graph in which all ver-
tices are attributed with a special attribute chronos of type T . This attribute
represents the state of the local clock of the object. Graph transformation
rules with time are just pairs of graphs with time p : L → R as introduced
above that respect the particular properties of time. This is expressed in the
following axioms.
1. Local monotonicity: for all vertices x ∈ L and y ∈ R: x.chronos ≤
y.chronos, and
2. Uniform time stamps: for all vertices x, y ∈ R: x.choronos = y.chronos
These conditions ensure a behavior of time which can be described informally
as follows: according to condition 1 an operation or step speciﬁed by a rule
cannot take negative time, i.e., it cannot decrease the chronos values of the
nodes it is applied to. Condition 2 states an assumption about atomicity of
rule application, that is, all eﬀects speciﬁed in the right-hand side are observed
at the same time, called the ﬁring time of the rule application. It is thus
guaranteed that the chronos value of each object always represents the last
point in time when the object took part in a rule application (thus the last
time it had an externally visible behavior).
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In this case, one can show in analogy with TER nets that for each trans-
formation sequence s using only rules that satisfy the above two conditions,
there exists an equivalent sequence s′ such that s′ is time-ordered, that is,
time is monotonically non-decreasing as the sequence advances. Thus we ob-
tain the behavior of a fully synchronized system with global time by strictly
local means.
Theorem 3.1 (global monotonicity) For every transformation sequence s
that uses only rules that satisfy conditions 1 and 2 above, there exists an
equivalent sequence s′ = G0
p1(o1),t0
=⇒ . . . pn(on),tn=⇒ Gn such that s′ is time-ordered,
that is, ti ≤ ti+1 for all i ∈ {0, . . . , n}.
The abstract interpreter thus speciﬁed by a set of graph transformation
rules with time is mathematically represented as a rewrite relation over in-
stance graphs G
p(o),t
=⇒ H labeled with occurrences of rules p(o) and their ﬁring
times t. We specify a set of terminal instance graphs in order to distinguish
successful termination from deadlock. Then, a trace of the interpreter is a
sequence of transformation steps ending in a terminal state. As we do not
want to distinguish diﬀerent interleavings of concurrent actions, we consider
such traces up to equivalence. Theorem 3.1 ensures that one time-ordered
representative exists in every equivalence class of traces.
We use this model in the following section to specify an abstract interpreter
for multimedia sequence diagrams. Given a set of individual diagrams as input
to this interpreter, we can test under which conditions a scenario executes
successfully (by reaching a terminal state) and whether two given scenarios
are equivalent (if they always produce equivalent traces or end up in the same
terminal state).
4 Semantics of Multimedia Sequence Diagrams
In this section, we present the semantic rules for multimedia sequence diagrams
as introduced in Sect. 2. Each rule consists of an attributed graph transfor-
mation rule (which speciﬁes the application context and structural changes
in it) and a set of OCL expressions, denoting the pre- and post-conditions
over the attributes of the objects. Since the graph transformation rules in
the example neither create nor destroy objects, they are presented as a sin-
gle graph here instead of the usual two sides of the rule. Examples for rules
containing changes in the object structure can be found in [HHS01]. Most of
the attributes in the example are of type Time. This type supports numerical
representations of points in time or durations as well as the values unspeciﬁed
and unlimited. According to the standard semantics of OCL all comparisons
with an attribute carrying the value undeﬁned result in undeﬁned. If part of a
precondition evaluates to undeﬁned, the precondition does not hold (i.e., the
rule may not be applied).
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Projector 1:Application
Projector 2:Application
Tape Player:ApplicationSlide:Media
duration=0
Movie:Media Music:Media
duration=unlim
m1:StartMessage m2:StartMessagem3:StartMessage
Intro:Media
duration=undef
p2:Presentation
minduration=0
maxduration=unlim
p3:Presentation
minduration=0
maxduration=unlim
p4:Presentation
minduration=0
maxduration=unlim
m4:StopMessage
p1:Presentation
minduration=200
maxduration=200
Synthesizer:Application
sender
receiverreceiver receiver
receiver sendersender
startsynch
startsynch
endsynch endsynch
sender
Fig. 2. Abstract syntax of the example diagram
It is important to note that all UML models in this context are consid-
ered in terms of the abstract syntax, i.e., we regard all of them as instances
of the meta model (which is extendend with the elements we introduced for
the multimedia domain). The example in Sect. 2 is thus transformed into the
abstract syntax representation given in Fig. 2. A Presentation extends the
syntactic construct activation as used in standard UML. It captures the ac-
tual presentation of a media element (i.e., the media data) by an application
object (e.g. a player). This presentation may contain restrictions concerning
the minimum and maximum time of the presentation. This is denoted by the
attributes minduration (default value 0) and maxduration (default value unlim-
ited). These constraints are important to control media elements which are
either static (and by convention contain a duration value of 0) or whose du-
ration cannot be determined at speciﬁcation time (e.g. streams). For reasons
of simplicity, we introduce the meta classes StartMessage and StopMessage.
These are messages connected to the predeﬁned operations start and stop that
each Application class contains. The type of message can easily be deduced
from the concrete syntax since an incoming message either starts a presen-
tation (if pointing to the top of the activation) or ends it (if pointing to the
bottom of the activation). An outgoing message may be synchronized either
with the start of a presentation on the sender application object (startsynch)
or with the end of a presentation (endsynch). We abstract from other syn-
chronization points within a presentation here. To visually distinguish these
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media:Media
chronos
duration
player:Application
chronos
active
presentation:Presentation
chronos
starttime
endtime
maxduration
minduration
pre: player.active = true
media.duration >= presentation.minduration
media.duration <= presentation.maxduration
all.chronos <= presentation.starttime+media.duration
post: all.chronos=presentation.starttime+media.duration
presentation.endtime=presentation.starttime+media.duration
player.active=false
Fig. 3. DMM+t rule describing the normal end of a media presentation
synchronization relations, we depict them as curved edges rather than using
the normal angular ones (this does not carry any additional meaning).
Figure 3 shows the DMM+t rule that speciﬁes the normal end of a media
presentation, i.e., the presentation ends after the normal duration of the media
object and is not inﬂuenced by a constraint. The preconditions reﬂect this by
requiring the media duration to ﬁt in the interval between minduration and
maxduration. Furthermore, it has to be ensured that the local monotonicity of
the chronos attributes is not violated. Thus all elements must have the same
or a lower chronos value than the end of the media presentation (which deter-
mines the ﬁring time of the rule). The post-condition states the update of the
chronos attribute on all elements of the rule. This guarantees the applicability
of the global monotonicity theorem from Sect. 3. Since the presentation has
reached its end, the timestamp endtime is set and the player is deactivated.
Similar rules exist for the termination of the presentation due to the speciﬁed
constraints. They are not presented here due to space limitations.
The synchronization between diﬀerent media presentations is performed
by sending messages between the respective applications. Four diﬀerent situ-
ations can be distinguished regarding the kinds of synchronization: upon the
start of one presentation another presentation can either be stopped or started
simultaneously; the same possibilities exist for the end of a presentation. The
rule in Fig. 4 denotes the case where a presentation is speciﬁed to start si-
multaneously to the start of another presentation. The precondition ensures
the temporal monotonicity for all involved objects and requires the receiving
object to be inactive (i.e., it is not already presenting some media). The post-
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sender:Application
chronos
receiver:Application
chronos
active
msg:StartMessage
chronos
timestamp
presentation1:Presentation
chronos
starttime
presentation2:Presentation
chronos
starttime
pre: all.chronos<=presentation1.starttime
receiver.active=false
post: all.chronos=
presentation2.starttime=
presentation1.starttime
msg.timestamp=presentation1.starttime
presentation1.starttime
receiver.active=true
startsynch
Fig. 4. DMM+t rule for the synchronous start of two presentations
conditions ensure that the receiving application object is activated and that
the timestamp of the message (indicating the time the message was transmit-
ted) and the starttime of the presentation as well as all chronos attributes are
updated to the value of presentation1.starttime.
The application of this rule is only possible if presentation1 has already
been started. Although this is not explicitly speciﬁed, it is guaranteed by
the ﬁrst precondition which cannot be satisﬁed if presentation1.starttime is
undeﬁned. Note that although the chronos attribute is updated on all ob-
jects, no time passes from the perspective of presentation1. The starttime of
presentation1 has to be deﬁned, which implies that presentation1.chronos ≥ pre-
sentation1.starttime. But presentation1.chronos > presentation1.starttime is not
valid for the application of this rule as it would violate the ﬁrst precondition.
Thus presentation1.chronos already satisﬁes the post-condition at ﬁring time
and no time elapses between the start of presentation1 and presentation2. This
is only possible since we assume that no time passes during the transmission
of a message. Consequently, our messages only carry one timestamp instead
of having distinct send and receive times. Using the time attributes this way,
it is possible to synchronize the application of diﬀerent rules at one point in
time.
The rules for the execution of a StopMessage are slightly diﬀerent since
they are only applicable with respect to the constraints on the presentation
of the receiver object. These rules and the ones deﬁning end synchronization
are omitted here.
We will now proceed by applying these semantic rules to the cinema ex-
ample from Sect. 2.
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5 Testing the Sequence Diagram
One of the motivations for deploying formal semantics is the need to gain
additional information on the model under consideration. Since speciﬁcations
can be quite complex, it is not always obvious whether the speciﬁcation has a
meaningful interpretation or if it correctly reﬂects the intention of the modeler.
The deﬁnition of DMM+t rules allows for an interpretation of a given model.
It enables modelers to test their speciﬁcations. This is especially important if
certain elements of the model are underspeciﬁed, e.g. the duration of media
elements is not given. For such a test, an initial conﬁguration (test case)
has to be provided. In addition to the speciﬁcation given in Fig. 2, we will
assume the model to be in a state where all chronos values are initially 0, the
timestamps are undeﬁned, and all application objects are inactive. A trigger
for the whole scenario is created by assuming that presentation p1 is to be
started, i.e., p1.starttime is 0, projector1 is active. We assume additionally a
length of 50 seconds for Intro (which is not shown, but controls the length of
p2).
We have depicted this situation in Fig. 5 in the upper left corner as a
conﬁguration state labeled ‘I’. In this ﬁgure, conﬁgurations are characterized
by the chronos values of the four presentation objects and their application
objects. Presentations that are currently active are shaded in grey. The
names of the conﬁgurations are given as roman numerals. Labeled transitions
between the conﬁgurations indicate the rules applied as well as the chronos
value of the rule application.
The alternative paths between the conﬁgurations II and IV illustrate the
eﬀect of the global monotonicity theorem introduced in Sect. 3. Although some
elements of conﬁguration IIIa have already reached a chronos value of 200,
performing operations on elements with lower chronos values (in the past) still
remains possible. Whether an actual interpreter would compute the diagram
by the path via conﬁguration IIIa or conﬁguration IIIb is non-deterministic.
The theorem guarantees for each (successful) path of rule applications that
an alternative path exists that is ordered with respect to the chronos values
of the rule application (in the example the path via IIIb). Therefore, the
result of the interpretation is independent of the ordering of rule applications
in an actual interpretation. The terminal conﬁguration is not shown here; it
is reached when the movie ends.
More information can be gained from possibly defective test cases, because
the system’s reaction to unexpected situations cannot easily be predicted. If
we assume the length of the Intro to be 230 seconds, it is not intuitively
clear how this situation is handled. If we apply our semantic rules to this
scenario, we ﬁnd that the scenario is invalid under the rules we speciﬁed.
Because the end of the slide presentation causes a StopMessage to be sent to
the Music presentation, it is required that the synthesizer player is active at
chronos=200. This is not true since the Intro is not ﬁnished at chronos=200
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Fig. 5. Trace of the execution of the test scenario
and has not triggered the start of the Music presentation. Thus the message
cannot be sent; the scenario will not reach a terminal state.
While the information obtained from testing the model is important, its
quality depends on choosing the right test cases. A more general approach is
needed to thoroughly analyze a speciﬁcation. Based upon the notion of equiv-
alent results (see Sect. 3) we could perform an analysis of the example and ﬁnd
that diﬀerent intial conﬁgurations yield the same result (with slightly diﬀerent
timing). In the example all initial conﬁgurations where Intro runs less than
200 seconds result in the same order of presentation (with diﬀerent durations
of background music). All conﬁgurations with Intro longer than 200 seconds
have no valid interpretation. The modeler could use this information to im-
prove the speciﬁcation by imposing a maxduration constraint of 200 seconds
on Intro. This would guarantee a meaningful interpretation independent of
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the length of Intro.
6 Conclusion
In this paper, we have extended the approach of Dynamic Meta Modeling
[EHHS00,HHS01] to specify the semantics of time-dependent dynamic behav-
ior of UML models. As a case study, we have applied this approach to multi-
media sequence diagrams, a variant of UML sequence diagrams for modeling
the control of multimedia presentations.
We have taken a high-level point of view in two diﬀerent respects. First,
the semantics we have proposed is at the requirements level, that is, we have
assumed zero duration for the operations like the start or termination of a
presentation or the transfer of a message. Furthermore, we did not consider
failures and delays due to imperfect infrastructure (e.g. lack of resource avail-
ability), that may appear in distributed web-based multimedia applications.
To capture those aspects, an extension of both the language of multimedia
sequence diagrams and its semantic rules is required.
Second, the rules themselves are high-level because they assume an execu-
tion mechanism based on global pattern (that is, graph) matching which pro-
vides non-determinism or backtracking to search for a successfully terminating
sequence. Although there are tools supporting these paradigms [SWZ97], this
is quite remote from standard object-oriented concepts. It is a topic of future
research how to map abstract semantic rules to object-oriented implementa-
tions.
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